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Frequency-dependent magnetic properties of melt spun Fe80B10Si10-xGex (x¼ 0.0–10.0) were

studied by means of inductance spectroscopy (using the complex permeability formalism) and

ferromagnetic resonance techniques. The magnetization dynamics showed two magnetization

mechanisms, reversible bulging of domains and hysteresis. The dominant mechanism changed as

Ge progressively replaced Si; the changes reflect the crystallization processes observed for higher

Ge contents, x> 5. High relaxation frequencies (above 1 MHz) were observed for alloys with

x� 2.5. In the ferromagnetic resonance response, coupling and decoupling between the amorphous

and crystalline phases were detected depending on the orientation of the alloy samples. This

allowed the calculation of the anisotropy fields of the alloys—the decreasing trend with increasing

Ge content was interpreted in terms of a variable easy direction. VC 2012 American Institute of
Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4752250]

INTRODUCTION

Amorphous magnetic alloys obtained as thin ribbons

(with characteristic thickness below 30lm and variable

length) by rapid solidification techniques have been a subject

of intense research since the 1980s, because their ultrasoft

magnetic character allows interesting technological applica-

tions in devices for conversion of electromagnetic energy into

mechanical energy and for signal processing. Other applica-

tions include: power electronics, electrical power condition-

ing, magnetic sensors, telecommunications, and automotive

magnets.1,2 In particular, FeBSi-based glassy alloys have been

extensively studied for their excellent combination of physical

properties, including high values of saturation magnetization,

magnetic permeability, and Curie temperature, along with

very low power losses2–5 and, for specific formulations,

outstanding mechanical performance.6,7 On the other hand,

for the study of soft magnetic materials, characterization of

the magnetic permeability as a function of frequency is very

important, because of the possibility of developing materials

for high-frequency applications in telecommunications, wire-

less systems and radar detection, among others. In this con-

text, a powerful characterization technique is impedance

spectroscopy (ImS), which has been widely used to investi-

gate electrical polarization phenomena in a variety of dielec-

tric, ferroelectric, and piezoelectric materials.8 By means of a

simple change in experimental conditions (essentially using

coils instead of electrodes to apply external ac magnetic fields

hac of variable intensity and frequency), and by a convenient

transformation of complex formalisms (inductances and

magnetic permeabilities instead of capacitances and permittiv-

ities), “inductance spectroscopy” (InS) may be derived.9

Within this framework, the dominant magnetization processes

may be resolved by measuring across a wide frequency range.

At low frequencies, all the magnetization processes (namely

reversible domain wall (DW) bulging, domain wall displace-

ment, spin rotation, and spin precession) contribute to the total

permeability (and thus, the overall magnetization). However,

they possess different dynamics in the sense that each magnet-

ization process is characterized by a time-constant. As the fre-

quency of hac increases, the magnetization processes with

slow dynamics (i.e., large time-constants) become unable to

follow the excitation field; they therefore exhibit dispersion,

and thus a decrease in the total value of permeability occurs.

The permeability value for each frequency range, the fre-

quency at which a process ceases to follow the field, and the

dispersion (where the behavior changes from being dominated

by one magnetization process to another) are significant

aspects of the frequency response of the material. A wide vari-

ety of magnetic materials have been investigated by InS, such

as ferrites,10 amorphous and nanocrystallized ribbons,11 amor-

phous wires,12 and glass-coated microwires.13 Ferromagnetic

resonance (FMR) is also a powerful technique to investigate

magnetic phases in materials because it can determine mag-

netic parameters such as: magnetic anisotropy, resonant field,

line width of absorption, and saturation magnetization,14,15 as

well as enable investigation of magnetic order by comparing

measurements made of samples in different orientations to

evaluate the contribution of magnetic anisotropy.14

Although there have been numerous reports regarding

the impact of variations in chemical composition on the

physical properties of FeBSi-based amorphous alloys (see

Refs. 16–19 and references therein), very few studies have

been performed concerning the influence of progressive

additions of Ge on their magnetic properties, in spite of the

beneficial effects of Ge—increasing the magnetic moment,17

and improving the thermal stability of FeB-based amorphous
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alloys through expansion of the supercooled liquid regions.20

In this work, the systematic replacement of Si by Ge in the

alloy system Fe80B10Si10� xGex (x ¼ 0.0–10.0 at. %) has

been performed, and the influence Ge on the magnetization

dynamics and the ferromagnetic resonance behavior has

been determined.

EXPERIMENTALTECHNIQUES

Metallic ribbons (20–30 lm thickness and 1.8mm wide)

for each composition of the alloy series Fe80B10Si10� xGex
(x¼ 0.0, 2.5, 5.0, 7.5, and 10.0 at. %) were produced by melt

spinning into a sealed chamber under He atmosphere at a

roller speed of 40m/s. The microstructures of the as-cast

alloys were determined by x-ray diffraction analysis (XRD)

using a Siemens D5000 diffractometer with Co-Ka radiation.

Magnetic permeability measurements were performed using

an impedance analyzer HP 4192A operating at frequencies

between 5 Hz and 13 MHz, and are reported as complex per-

meability: l*¼lreþ ilim (i¼ �� 1).21 FMR measurements

were made with a Jeol JES-RES 3X spectrometer operating

at 9.4GHz (X-band) using horizontal-parallel orientation,

O1 (with the longitudinal axis of the ribbon parallel to the

Hdc field and normal to the Hac field) as well as vertical-

parallel orientation, O2 (the longitudinal axis of the ribbon

normal to the Hdc field and parallel to the Hac field). For both

cases, the magnetization lies along the longitudinal axis of

the ribbon.

RESULTS

XRD diffractograms for all alloy ribbons are shown in

Fig. 1. Lower Ge compositions (x¼ 0.0, 2.5, and 5.0) present

a single broad peak around wave vector, Kp¼ 4psinh/k
¼ 31.19 nm�1, with no diffraction peaks corresponding to any

crystalline phases; this is indicative of a fully glassy structure.

By contrast, for samples with x� 7.5, some additional peaks

are observed at 2h¼ 52.7� (x¼ 7.5) and at 2h¼ 52.48� and

77.18� (x¼ 10.0). The peaks near 52� are associated with the

(110) and (220) planes of cubic Fe3(Si,Ge), whilst the peak at

77� corresponds to the (620) plane of Fe3Ge phase, according

to ICDD files 065-0994 and 03-065-9102. These diffraction

peaks show that the alloy progressively crystallizes upon Ge

substitution.

The real and imaginary components of complex perme-

ability, lre (f) and lim (f) for the alloy series Fe80B10Si10� xGex
are shown in Fig. 2. These curves can be used to evaluate the

active magnetization mechanisms across the frequency range

for a given hac intensity.
21,22 For instance, for x¼ 0.0, the lre(f)

plot measured at hac¼ 0.42A/m shows plateau-like behavior

for frequency f values up to 6� 104Hz. This shape of the lre
curve can be attributed to reversible bulging of the magnetic

DWs pinned at defects on the ribbon surface (such as voids,

surface irregularities, and the very surface itself). Hence, lre at
these frequencies is associated with the initial permeability of

the material. Further increase in f causes a significant reduction
in lre(f), which can be ascribed to a relaxation-type dispersion

of the reversible bulging mechanism, once the DWs are no lon-

ger able to follow the ac magnetic variation. Beyond a thresh-

old (or relaxation) frequency fx, lre becomes very small,

reflecting the contribution of spin rotation, which is the only

magnetization process active for f > fx.
21,22 As the Ge content

x increases, an initial decrease in lre (from 800 to 650) is

observed between x¼ 0.0 and x¼ 2.5, followed by an increase

with Ge content up to x¼ 7.5. A distinct reduction (to

lre¼ 200) is recorded for x¼ 10.0.

Complementary information is obtained from the imag-

inary component lim, which is usually attributed to the

magnetic losses within the alloy (such as hysteresis, eddy

current, or power losses),23,24 with the maximum in lim(f)
found at fx. This fx displays an inverse behavior with

FIG. 1. XRD patterns for the alloy series Fe80B10Si10� xGex: (a) x¼ 0.0, (b)

x¼ 2.5, (c) x¼ 5.0, (d) x¼ 7.5, (e) x¼ 10.0.

FIG. 2. Real and imaginary components lre(f), lim (f) of complex permeability

for the alloy series Fe80B10Si10� xGex, for an ac applied field hac of 0.42A/m.
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increasing Ge concentration, showing values above 1MHz

for Ge-containing alloys. Further increase of the ac fre-

quency of the magnetic applied field hac (into the GHz

range) affords the resonance absorption, as described later

in the ferromagnetic resonance section.

Different behavior is seen at the higher hac intensity of

1.69A/m, where two features are seen in the lre (f) plot for
x¼ 0.0 as shown in Fig. 3(a): the reversible bulging process

together with its corresponding relaxation at f> 1� 105Hz,

and a significant increase in lre across the frequency interval

3� 103 Hz< f< 1� 105Hz, after lre (f) has been constant at

f< 3� 103Hz. This increment in lre can be interpreted in

terms of a magnetization mechanism involving the irreversible

displacement of DWs caused by the higher hac intensity.
21,25

The displacement of the DWs leads to a hysteresis process

within the material, which also manifests as a relaxation-type

dispersion (i.e., a change of process) across the frequency

interval (3� 103 Hz< f< 1� 105Hz). A progressive decrease

in lre with increasing f up to a threshold frequency is seen;

this threshold frequency is termed the “hysteresis relaxation

frequency” fx
h. Beyond fx

h, the irreversible displacement of

DWs is no longer able to follow the changes in the hac excita-
tion field, allowing reversible bulging (which has a shorter

time constant) to become the active magnetization process.

The imaginary component lim (f) exhibits behavior con-
sistent with the sequence of magnetization mechanisms

described above, showing one maximum for each process,

i.e., the irreversible displacement of DWs at fx
h and the

reversible bulging of DWs at fx. In this case, fx
h¼ 8� 103Hz

and fx¼ 8� 105Hz. The marked change in magnitude

between both threshold frequencies (fx
h� fx) reflects the sig-

nificant difference between the time constant for each mag-

netization mechanism. The time constant for the hysteresis

process is much larger than that for the reversible bulging of

DWs. In addition, the magnetic losses (which are propor-

tional to the area under the lim curve) are also comparatively

larger for the irreversible displacement of DWs than for the

reversible bulging, because of the higher energy cost of the

hysteresis process relative to that for reversible deformation

of the DWs.

At higher Ge concentration (x� 2.5), the low time con-

stant process (i.e., hysteresis) disappears, leaving reversible

bulging of DWs as the only active mechanism. The effec-

tiveness of this mechanism decreases progressively with

increasing Ge content. As expected, the imaginary compo-

nent lim(f) (Fig. 3(b)) also exhibits a transition from two

peaks, corresponding to two magnetization processes, to a

single maximum, associated with the magnetization mecha-

nism with the higher time constant. The relaxation frequency

fx increases monotonically with increasing x, as indicated by

the maxima in the lim(f) plots moving to higher frequencies.

These results show a significant compositional influence on

the time constant response of amorphous alloys via the effec-

tive magnetic anisotropy; a similar effect has also been

observed in amorphous wires26 and soft ferrites.27

The FMR spectra for the whole alloy ribbon series are

shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for the O1 and O2 orientations,

respectively. For O1 (Fig. 4), the alloy samples exhibit a

main FMR absorption near 710Oe for Ge contents of up to

x¼ 7.5, which can be ascribed to the ferromagnetic amor-

phous matrix response. For the x¼ 10.0 sample, an addi-

tional absorption at 650 and 750Oe overlaps the main

response. This second absorption can be attributed to a sec-

ondary magnetic phase; the XRD results in Fig. 1 indicate

that this is the crystalline Fe3Ge phase. The O2 orientation

spectra (Fig. 5) show similar features, with a main absorption

associated with the amorphous phase, located between 900

and 1000Oe, along with additional signals between 900 and

1200Oe. The variation of the anisotropy field Hk with Ge

content is shown in Fig. 6. This Hk was calculated according

to the following expression:28,29

Hk � HO2
Res � HO1

Res

2
; (1)

FIG. 3. Real and imaginary components lre(f), lim (f) of complex permeability

for the alloy series Fe80B10Si10� xGex, for an ac applied field hac of 1.69A/m.

FIG. 4. FMR spectra for the alloy series Fe80B10Si10� xGex (O1 orientation).

The additional absorptions associated with crystalline phases are circled in red.
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where HO2
Res and H

O1
Res correspond to the resonance fields along

O1 and O2 orientations, respectively (both fields were estab-

lished from where the dP/dH¼ 0 line intersects the dP/dH

versus H curve in each case).

The total magnetic anisotropy is made up of shape ani-

sotropy (Ks, associated with the geometry of the ribbons),

magnetoelastic anisotropy (Km, caused by residual stresses

induced during fabrication), and crystalline anisotropy

(Kc, arising from the presence of crystalline Fe3Ge). Bearing

in mind that for both orientations O1 and O2, the magnetiza-

tion lies along the longitudinal ribbon axis, it is expected

that there will only be a marginal contribution of the shape

anisotropy to the total anisotropy, and hence, the strong

dependence of the internal field on Hk can be seen within the

resonance absorption results. This behavior has been reported

previously in equivalent Co-based amorphous alloys, for

which a significant contribution of the shape anisotropy to Hk

was found when the magnetization was directed outside the

longitudinal axis of the ribbons.30 For the O1 orientation, the

resonant field (Hres) values are smaller than those for the O2

orientation, with the line-shapes reflecting the coupling

between different magnetic phases, which in turn can be dis-

tinguished due to their different internal fields, as shown in

Fig. 4 for the x¼ 10 sample. The difference between resonant

fields along the O1 and O2 orientations confirms that the

easy-axis of the magnetization is the longitudinal ribbon axis;

additionally, coupling between magnetic phases is better

along this direction.

DISCUSSION

For the lower Ge concentration values (up to x¼ 5.0),

the alloy samples exhibited a fully glassy structure, as shown

by XRD. The observed variations in the spectroscopic lre (f),
and lim (f) curves can be explained on the basis that mag-

netic permeability, and thus the magnetization processes, are

highly sensitive to the chemical composition of the alloy rib-

bons. The changes in the short-range atomic ordering intro-

duced by alloying atoms can affect the exchange interaction

between magnetic moments, as well as the formation of

spin-up/spin-down bands.5,31,32 For example, the decrease in

lre observed for x¼ 2.5 can be attributed to a reduced mag-

netization saturation, Ms, which in turn may be associated

with a preliminary change in the local coordination of mag-

netic atoms (such as an increase in packing density) affecting

the magnetic moment per atom. Ge atoms have a 7.5% larger

atom radius than Si, which also means that the radius differ-

ence for the Ge-B pair is 51.2%, noticeably larger than the

40.6% difference for the Si-B pair.33 This contributes to the

expansion of the amorphous structure with increasing Ge

content; this expansion separates Fe-Fe pairs, yielding a less

densely packed structure. This decrease in packing is associ-

ated with a recovery of the magnetic moment, and hence, of

the permeability, as illustrated in Fig. 2, for x> 2.5. For

x> 5.0, the observed variation in magnetic properties is corre-

lated with the gradual precipitation of secondary crystalline

phases induced by the increase in Ge:Si ratio. The significant

reduction in relative permeability for the x¼ 10 sample is

because of the increase in volume fraction of crystalline phase

in this sample. These secondary phases provide numerous

structural defects which can act as pinning centers, and in turn

determine the marked decrease in lre (f) observed at the higher
Ge concentrations (Fig. 2).

On the other hand, the FMR measurements along the O1

orientation are dominated by the behavior of the ferromag-

netic amorphous matrix, which is manifested as a single

absorption peak. The single peak response for the x¼ 7.5

sample reflects coupling between the various magnetic aniso-

tropies present within the alloy, according to the Herzer

model.34 In contrast, for the x¼ 10.0 alloy, decoupling

between the two resonant signals arises from the competition

between magnetic anisotropies, with the magnetocrystalline

contribution of the secondary phases playing a dominant role.

When we consider the O2 orientation, the higher resonant

fields observed suggest that there is an easy direction of mag-

netization along the longitudinal ribbon axis. In addition, the

changes in the modes of resonance can be ascribed to the fact

that the magnetic anisotropy of the amorphous matrix is

different compared to that of the crystalline phases, leading

to decoupling between both signals. Conversely, since Hk

comprises several contributions to the effective magnetic ani-

sotropy—Keff: the crystalline anisotropy (Kc, for alloys with

Ge content x> 5.0); shape anisotropy (Ks, owing to the elon-

gated geometry of the ribbons), and magnetoelastic anisotropy

(Km, caused by residual stresses induced during melt-spinning
FIG. 6. The anisotropy field Hk as a function of Ge content x for the alloy

series Fe80B10Si10-xGex.

FIG. 5. FMR spectra for the alloy series Fe80B10Si10� xGex (O2 orientation).

The additional absorptions associated with crystalline phases are circled in red.
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and directed along the longitudinal ribbon axis)—the progres-

sive decrease of Hk with the addition of Ge indicates that the

easy axis for magnetization is moving away from the main

ribbon axis. This movement is caused by the progressive

reduction of the magnetoelastic term Km as a result of a coun-

terbalancing effect provoked by an increase in the number of

randomly oriented crystals, which in turn promotes a decline

of the effective anisotropy along the main ribbon axis. This

reduction also affects the formation and dynamics of magnetic

domains, as suggested by the evolution of the magnetization

mechanism, shown in Fig. 3, from DW displacement to

reversible bulging of pinned DWs.

CONCLUSIONS

The progressive replacement of Ge by Si in FeBSi melt

spun amorphous alloys has a noticeable influence on their

magnetization dynamics, affecting the reversible bulging of

domains walls as well as the hysteresis mechanism, via the

crystallization process observed at Ge contents above 5 at. %.

Interesting relaxation frequencies above 1 MHz were

observed for alloys with x� 2.5. In the FMR response, the

coupling or decoupling between the amorphous and crystal-

line phases is dependent on the orientation of the samples,

which is consistent with an easy direction along the longitu-

dinal ribbon axis for x¼ 0.0, and deviation from this direc-

tion for higher Ge concentrations.
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